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Epilog 
 

 The ship Vigilance is known to have departed the port of Dale and the barge exchange 
port at the mouth of the river, sailing off to the Northwest.  Records from the Lumerian Navy 
(former Naval Militia) indicate some sloops shortly afterward sighted Vigilance off to the 
Southwest of Mikisalla, near the barrier reefs.  The sloop Pegasus reported that they gave chase, 
but Vigilance managed to evade them during the night.   
 Another sloop (which?) reported that it intercepted Vigilance South of Ocienia near the 
Barrier Reef a day or two later.  Vigilance did not respond properly to signals ordering her to 
hove to.  Instead, Vigilance seemed to be trying to recover a man overboard, or pretending to.  
The sloop fired ballistae and eventually reduced the Vigilance to sinking condition when calls to 
surrender were not heeded.  The sloop received some return fire from Vigilance, from 
crossbowmen, which wounded several.   So, the sloop drew off before the actual sinking could 
be observed.  Vigilance was still afloat, but in obviously dire condition, when lost to sight in the 
mists along the barrier reef.  So, by this account, Vigilance was sunk by the Lumerian Navy, and 
presumably all aboard were lost. 

However, a vessel from a port outside the known world of Suhalla, captained by a certain 
“Captain Tootsie,” gave an account that described meeting Vigilance somewhere East of 
Ocienia, and even a visit from ship to ship, by Captain Thumper.  Someone in Alhafra made a 
point later of noting down what this Captain Tootsie had said.  His ship was a vessel of the 
“Lollypop Confederation,” seeking new trade routes.  The crew was made up of peculiar small 
human-like persons distinctly different from dwarves.  They called themselves “halflings.”  
Captain Tootsie reported having a cordial conversation with Thumper.  He reported that he told 
Thumper of his excitement to find “Life inside the Barrier,” and that Thumper had been seeking 
“A Way out from the Barrier.”  He reported Thumper as having done a trick with a rabbit and his 
hat.  Captain Tootsie told Thumper where he could find the Way through the Barrier.   

No other witness has reported meeting Captain Tootsie, or anyone else from beyond The 
Barrier, since.  Perhaps Captain Tootsie and his vessel were subsequently lost, and with them the 
secret to the Way through the Barrier. 

This account from Captain Tootsie, if it can be accepted, seems to contradict the notion 
that the Navy successfully sunk Vigilance.  It seems more likely that Vigilance managed to find 
the passage through the Barrier.  The fact that Vigilance never returned suggests some disaster 
befell the ship, and Thumper, before they could return.  With no further contact with the world 
outside The Barrier after Captain Tootsie’s visit, there is no way to know what might have 
happened.  The fact that Thumper had planned to return and report to the Nomads within a 
month or two, and didn’t, surely indicates that he, and the Vigilance, must have met their end, 
perhaps to the hazards of The Barrier, which have claimed so many other ships. 
	


